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Hello, 

As a former black GOP member, I noticed that you’re consistently stating you counter “lies of the left”, while 
refusing to answer questions. My black GOP cousin also speaks the same propaganda as you, but, he too, 
dodges the questions below, except the first one, which he has confirmed does not exist in GOP world. He 
lives in Northern California, has never had to really work, since his parents owned their own business, which 
provided him a comfortable lifestyle, and now he’s married to a conservative white woman, who provides for 
him, financially.

The following are questions for Blacks for GOP, that are consistently ignored when asked by other black voters. 
I'm a prolific voter, and would like to ask the source, rather than assume. If you cannot answer, I will add your 
info to the list of Jim Crow benefactor placaters, who simply exploit racist whites for their money because 
they cannot do anything else in Jim Crow-benefactor areas (Diamond and Silk, Wayne Dupree, and 
the like - the new for-profit minstrel show to make racists comfortable), while dodging facts about 
today's Strom Thurmond-GOP. And I have personally seen the crimes (and results) of #badgradestrump, which 
is why I refer to him as “Bad Grades Trump”. Trump represents white supremacist, Jim Crow benefactor, inferior 
intellect, wholly and fully. It’s your choice to make him your leader, but thanks to liberal whites, past 
and present, we don’t have to obey him as a “our master”.

1. https://ourwhirl.com/blue-states-the-states-conservatives-prefer-to-live-in/ Regarding your profile w/ 
"Democrats' destruction of America", can you show me the profitable, and education and infrastructure 
advanced-Red State, which adheres 100% to US Constitution, equality for all, doesn't have any 
confederate/nazi worship? 
Challenge issued for black GOP voters: https://twitter.com/tamranyc/status/1424474452323147777
https://www.kansascity.com/opinion/editorials/article164297657.html

2. While Blacks for Trump repeat, this propaganda, "Democrats are the party of slavery/kkk", and conveniently 
forget WHAT party kkk is in now, and also forget about Sons of confederate Vets-kkk-Strom Thurmond, who 
shaped today's GOP in protest of Voting and Civil Rights acts, have you called out Mississippi Governor Tate 
Reeves for his confederate history month declaration and homage? Have you called out Cindy Hyde-
Smith, another confederate worshiper and white supremacist? Have you called out any of the GOP voter 
suppression bills, which targets Black Americans? Or do you believe that as long as you speak approved 
words for your profit, your black vote is all that matters?

By the way, Jim Crow benefactor definition: persons who migrated to US during Jim Crow FOR Jim Crow, 
(Drumpf/Trump family included), never bothered to learn or promote factual history of African-
Americans, while relishing in "whites only" and ZERO competition, but now scream tyranny at the thought of 
"Critical Race Theory" and sight/sound of non-whites, while applauding 6th Amendment violations against non-
whites falsely accused of crimes (George Floyd, Trayvon Martin, Ahmaud Arbery, Sandra Bland, Breonna Taylor, 
Tamir Rice, John Crawford III, etc.). That many in your party had never heard of annual Juneteenth celebrations, 
that I have attended for decades, is part of the Jim Crow benefactor definition.

Jim Crow benefactor area I live near:

It Looks Like Any Sleepy American Suburb, but It Has a Dark Nazi 
History

https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium.MAGAZINE-it-looks-like-any-american-suburb-but-it-has-a-
dark-nazi-past-1.5480868

Nazi Past of Long Island Hamlet Persists in a Rule for Home Buyers

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/20/nyregion/query-for-home-buyers-in-a-long-island-hamlet-are-
you-german.html

Notice that nazis, including legislators, were able to settle into US areas so easily, areas which are still “whites 
only”, and "Critical Race Theory” is not allowed? Have you researched Louis Gohmert’s family’s migration to US, 
or did you not bother because “placating white supremacist’s heritage equals cash from racist whites” for your 
“campaign” and “lifestyle”?

3. Did you call out Council of Conservative Citizens, pro-klansman Tony Perkins, who was assigned to Trump's 
cabinet? https://ourwhirl.com/candace-owens-masters-answer-for-her/  https://ourwhirl.com/candace-owens-
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cabinet? https://ourwhirl.com/candace-owens-masters-answer-for-her/  https://ourwhirl.com/candace-owens-
for-her-beloved-trump/ 

Did you call out Sebastian Gorka, a white supremacist, neo-nazi with ties to neo-nazi groups? Gorka is 
associated with one of my white supremacist neighbors, who’s currently on trial for double-attempted murder of 
two liberal fathers, new fathers, one of which may not be able to speak again. This white supremacist neighbor, 
whose family migrated to US during Jim Crow FOR “whites only”, believes and states publicly that “the 
blacks should leave US or be grateful for what we allow them to do” is a HUGE Trump fan, and traveled to Rhode 
Island to commit the crime. And this crime was 9 years after he broke an NYPD officer’s eye socket and stabbed 
an FDNY firefighter, and went on to live a life of privilege, which is now in jeopardy, not because of Black 
Americans, but because of his Jim Crow benefactor beliefs: "do as I/white conservatives say, or else." 

4. WHAT is your plan for Black America? Is your plan to simply attack Democrats, confirming that you, 
yourself, have no plan. We know what we’re capable of doing, and have done it without white 
supremacists/Jim Crow benefactors. Are there any feet on your neck, other than the all white GOP 
leadership keeping you in the back of their new bus? Liberal whites have created various opportunities for you, 
without you having to grovel to Jim Crow benefactors to exist. https://www.rga.org - see the all white GOP 
Governors.

5. Did you actually see Mike Pence's voting record? I DID. It’s part of being WOKE. And I wrote to his 
congressional office to question his pro-klan voting record/legislation. Did you know that Indiana is the HOME of 
the first official kkk chapter, with Pence's legislation playing homage to none other than Indiana kkk grand 
dragon, DC (David Curtiss) Stephenson? Or did you, and other Blacks for Trump, bury your heads in the sand on 
this one too, while parroting "Democrats are the party of kkk”? 

Education sis, it’s not your enemy, it’s the enemy of Jim Crow benefactors. Our country has been stalled 
too long by inferior intellect passed off as “superiority”. Look no further than the state of Kentucky to see the 
progress of “white supremacy”: highest welfare use in nation, in Owsley County, which is 99% white, 95% GOP, 
and the legacy of Mitch McConnell with a former Labor Secretary wife. With #TaxCutsAndJobsAct, you’d think 
manufacturing jobs would return to US, but I guess that’s a fact you won’t fact check too.

6. Where's the BLACK GOP POTUS, since Strom Thurmond defected to GOP in protest of Civil and Voting Rights? 
His Southern Manifesto, co-authored with Carl Vinson: 
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/supremecourt/rights/sources_document2.html What has GOP done for us LATELY?????

So... what happened to GOP, the party you trash Democrats on behalf of: looking back at original impressive, 
intelligent, forward-thinking GOP members -- William Seward, Lincoln, Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Dr. Mary E Walker, Hiram Johnson, Gifford Pinchot, Ida Tarbell, Hiram Revels, Lincoln 
Steffens, Robert La Follette (a GOP Senator w/a FEMINIST wife), Theodore Roosevelt, James Mitchell Ashley and 
Thaddeus Stevens, who fought racism in life and death by refusing burial in a segregated cemetery. 

I’m just shocked to see my once beloved GOP party, that I was a member of, now full of Dixiecrats, white 
separatists/segregationistsa, voter suppressionists (who jumped from KKK-Dem to GOP to protest passing of 
Voting & Civil Rights Acts), treasonists/insurrectionists and worse. In my best Ordell Robbie-Samuel Jackson 
voice: What happened to you, man? You used to be beautiful!

Tamra

cc: RNC via form
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